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Do. Or do not. There is no ‘try’.
- Master Yoda

Episode I: An introduction

Episode II: My story

Episode III: Steps you can take today to discover your inner Jedi



Firstly, thank you downloading this guide. It means a great deal 

that you are here and that our tiny paths have somehow collided 

within this gigantic universe.

Quite simply, this is the "starter pack" that I wish I had possessed 

5 years ago when I felt unhappy, stuck, unfulfilled and helpless in 

my job. Really, very helpless. 
 
What followed was to be the start of a special journey, of 

reflection and action in equal parts (to be honest with you, there 

was a lot more reflecting going on than action to start with).

In the process, I have learnt more and more about my 

introversion and sensitivity, whilst aligning myself with the path I 

want to be on. In both work and life. The two intersect, after all. 
 
I hope that this, for you, is the start of something equally special. 

My feeling is that we all have our own “hero’s journey” waiting for 

us, just like Luke Skywalker.  
 
Here’s to that journey - and may the Force be with us all. 
 
Jasraj, IntrovertJedi.com  

EPISODE I  
AN INTRODUCTION
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EPISODE II  
MY STORY
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the early days  
 
I was born in a place outside of southwest London (I 

would love to say it was called Tatooine, but alas it’s 

not). Each of the three places I’ve lived so far have all 

been within just a few miles of one another. 
 
I am a June birthday, a Gemini, and an INFP personality 

type, if you’re into Myers-Briggs*.

My grandparents were born in Punjab, northern India, 

and arrived here in England in the 60s.  
 
My parents both came from pretty humble backgrounds 

and worked hard to give themselves and their two 

children a decent, middle-class life. My brother is 5 

years younger than I am and, like siblings do, we share 

our similarities as well as our differences.

 
*if you are: this article is super-fascinating.  
 

https://puttylike.com/what-is-your-myers-briggs-type-is-there-a-typical-multipotentialite/
https://puttylike.com/what-is-your-myers-briggs-type-is-there-a-typical-multipotentialite/
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the childhood days  
 
As a kid, I was cute and well-behaved, so I’m told. I remember 

many a family wedding where I'd sit patiently and without fuss 

through the whole 2-hour ceremony. Other kids would be racing 

around, I was quite content to sit there and daydream. 
 
I remember taking my homework and my grades seriously from 

day one, and I also remember being briefly bullied by this other 

kid for a little while. At primary (elementary) school, the 

apparatus in gym class (we call it PE here in the UK), used to 

terrify the hell out of me. I used to freeze, and cry the more I was 

encouraged to walk and balance on the apparatus, a couple of 

feet off of the ground, but a couple of feet higher than I wanted 

to be, thank you very much.  
 
I remember bursting into tears at one point over a piece of 

homework, it had all gotten too much for me - gym apparatus, 

the annoying lil bully (Chris), homework. Thank goodness, my 

parents were perceptive enough to act very quickly and move 

me to another, nicer school.



the secondary (high) school days  
 
I was the nice guy who got on with everyone, kinda knew 

everyone, was a geek if there was any crowd that he was a 

part of, and yet was never really part of any crowd in 

particular. The nickname of “the scientist” was both 

endearing and, um, not ideal for a teenager.  
 
I kept myself to myself a lot, and my life was school, then 

homework, then sleep and then school again. This is how it 

was throughout primary (elementary) school and then into 

secondary (high) school. 
 

 

Blindly jumping through hoops, yet I was a curious learner, I 

found a lot of subjects fascinating. Whether it was Ancient 

Rome, or World War 2, or creative writing, or Space... the 

sheer variety of these subjects kept me sufficiently-engaged 

up until the age of 16. 
 
Then it came to choosing A-Levels, which in turn determined 

the course at university you would apply to. Of the 

prestigious courses I had set my sights on, I chose medicine.  

Chemistry, Biology and Math(s) were the ones I chose.. All of 

a sudden, even the fun stuff in those subjects became very 

dull. I think I preferred the breadth of the dozen-ish subjects I 

had enjoyed before all of this choice malarkey.

After 5 years of the same classmates day-in and day-out, with 

these choices came entirely new classmates, which I found all 

quite unfamiliar and disorientating. 
 
I was a little (a lot) lost, confused, innocent, naive. All of those 

things.  
 
I became a victim of the grammar-school -> university -> 

prestigious job conveyer belt, jumping through the hoops 

without question, until all of a sudden sh*t got real and I 

felt... rudderless. 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I've no idea how it was possible to know 

what to do at that age. As Emilie 

Wapnick (left) describes, there's a point 

at which the "What do you wanna do 

when you grow up?" question goes from 

sweet and innocent and funny when as a 

kid we say things like "spaceman" or 

"secret agent", to a few years later when 

we suddenly have to have a serious 

answer and *know*. It’s unrealistic. It just 

isn't possible. 
 
There are few and far between who 

“know” what they want to be whilst 

they’re at school, and then go on and do 

that career - and thrive in it.  
 
 
the university (college) school days 
 
University was *hard*. I felt even more 

like an alien. My familiar life of school, 

home, school, life, suddenly came to an 

end. I was suddenly in this place with all 

this freedom and I just didn't feel ready.

With the help of my family, I packed 

my bags and they dropped me off to 

my student accommodation. 
 
And then that was it. Doing a course I 

had pretty much plucked out of a hat 

(Law) at the last minute.

I tried to get on board with the whole 

"go out and party" type vibe, but it 

just left me feeling exhausted and 

empty. I didn't really know who I was 

back then, and I certainly didn't find 

"my people". 

 

I'd lock myself up in my room for 

days, exhausted and frustrated, with 

no direction or purpose and just 

really lost. Much of this was 

avoidance, escapism. I’ve found I can 

be pretty good at that, and it’s an 

ongoing work-in-progress to rein this 

stuff in. Just like it did at university, it 

often takes the form of some form 

mobile- or Mac-based 

procrastination. 
 

As we get older, “what do you 
want to be when you grow up?” 
goes from being a fun exercise 
in daydreams to a more serious, 
more anxiety-inducing question 
for many of us.  
 
Emilie Wapnick 



When I dropped out of university for a second time, I wanted to 

get to work (my parents were also concerned I was wasting my life 

away). The world was still feeling the effects of the global financial 

crisis (2007), so the economy was still suffering and it was tough 

for graduates and other young people. I was still drawn to people 

though, and also money. Recruitment ticked both of those boxes - 

and I didn't need a degree to do it.  

It was only a few weeks into recruitment that I knew it wasn’t my 

calling. But I needed to do something. I also needed some 

stability and some routine. And actually, I learnt a lot doing 

recruitment. I really came out of my shell and learnt to wear a very 

effective sales mask. I mean that it in a good way - I learnt the 

ways of the world, the confidence to engage with folks older than 

I was, to feel like I was in a position of authority - or partnership - 

as this recruitment consultant.  

My inner confidence, in a professional, working domain, 

developed and grew.  

I connected very well with people, just being myself. It’s 

something that continues to serve me well in work and in my life.

7
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recruitment company 1 
At my first company, my boss was an *sshole and a 

micromanager. And the culture wasn't great, with the working 

hours 8.30am to 6pm, and often later, with a 75-90min commute 

each way.

I didn't then know about my introversion of my sensitivity, but it's 

no wonder that I found myself exhausted and depleted of energy 

at the end of each week.

 

recruitment company 2 
I left this big recruitment firm to join a much smaller one with a 

far better culture. It had a nicer, more family-like feel and I had 

more autonomy to operate as me without the micromanagement. 

In 2014, I finished the year as the #5 top-performer in the whole 

company, and I was the youngest in that top 5, in terms of both 

age and recruitment experience. There was less of a "be seen to 

be working late in the office' culture, but both mind and body 

were very tired at the end of each week. Most Thursdays, I'd go 

to the pub with colleagues and exhaust myself even more. 

Through so much social interaction and not enough sleep, this 

was a perfect receipe for pretty much constant tiredness. 
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the void
 
Up until that point, I think it was the sheer 

competition (the inter-company league table) 

that kept me going. It felt a little again like 

school, where one could gain kudos through 

good grades and it was a case of fighting for 

pride. Just that now, it was no longer good 

grades that earned your pride here, it was 

money for the company. And, of course, that 

equated to more money in your pocket, too.

The thing is, much of what I was doing was 

moving someone from one company to a 

similar one, doing a similar role, perhaps with 

slightly more seniority, and a little more 

money. That's it. And I just didn't give a sh*t 

about it. The banking industry was far from 

being one of my favourite industries. I was 

living out of alignment. It left me feeling 

frazzled and disconnected from who I was.



My inner voice felt like it was getting louder 

and louder. A key turning point came in 2014. 

I was sat at our office Christmas party having 

just been presented with the Employee of the 

Year award earlier that evening.  
 
It was as if time had slowed down. I was so 

disconnected from the lively, tipsy 

conversations happening all around me. And 

even from the music in the place. 
 
Everyone around me was drinking, talking 

loudly, and generally having a good time.

I felt very much like the odd egg out. A 

feeling I’ll never forget.  
 

10
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A week away with my family in February of 2015 

helped everything become very clear. After an 

amazing run in 2014, this year also got off to a 

shambolic start for me, work-wise. I had a big 

pipeline of recruitment deals that all fell through. 
 
I think this was the universe giving me a sign. 
 
I had some time and headspace to actually let things 

simmer, and I also had recently started using the 

Headspace app. 
 
I just knew that my time in recruitment was up, and 

that I had to make a change. I had already started 

reading career change books and blogs, stories of 

folks who had moved away from their dull, corporate 

careers to do something that was more "them".  
 
My inspiration at the time was growing, but it was 

overwhelming with so many options available, and 

the belief I had in myself was low.
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I read books, a lot. I was doing a lot of reading in this time. I had been gorging on psychology and self-help since my 

early 20s, and then I stumbled across Positive Psychology after reading a book called "Happier", by 

Tal Ben-Shahar. It was on our bookshelf at home. My Dad likes books, too. I think I must get my 

insatiable curiosity from him.  
 
Psychology was something I had found extremely interesting, and this new “science of happiness” 

was calling out to me. I also had some unfinished business with university having dropped out of a 

Bachelors', twice, and this was the opportunity to gain a Masters in something I was very interested 

in, and give myself a year to really explore what I wanted to do. 
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I handed in my notice the day I received an email offer confirmation from the University of East London (UEL), one of 

just five in the UK to offer the Masters in Applied Positive Psychology. 

Alongside the Masters, I did a 3-month career-changers' course with Escape The City. It was a lot of 

information-gathering and reflection (which I’d been doing for a long time already!), and with lectures only a couple of 

days every 3 weeks, I became very isolated and in my head.  
 
With so much free-time during my study (I think I was supposed to be reading lots of journals...) 
 
I was trying to figure out from science and books *what* to do with my life. I felt hopeless. I reached one of my lowest 

ebbs when the Masters programmed ended, and the education business I started building just didn't work out. (I did 

run a pilot programme though, which I am proud of).

a new beginning

https://vimeo.com/179484109
https://vimeo.com/179484109
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I found myself procrastinating online a lot, and what started out as 

avoiding going out became real reluctance to go out. I remember 

going to the gym and just being paranoid the whole time about others 

watching me and being able to tell that something wasn’t right with 

me. 
 
Mum realised that something was going on. She coaxed me into 

getting myself checked out. I went to see a psychiatrist who told me I 

was displaying symptoms of "a bit of depression and anxiety". I didn’t 

believe the diagnosis at first. Did those labels help me, who knows? 
 
But crucially, this was the start of my self-care journey. And I am so 

grateful for it happening. Cue medication, group therapy and 

individual therapy. It was much-needed (again, timing); the medication 

was the short-term strategy to help level me out a little, but the 

medium-longer term strategy was figuring out the things that were/are 

good for my mental, physical + emotional wellbeing. 
 
Whilst some of this sounds so black-and-white and scientific, I feel that 

issues of the mind and soul are, in general, not black-and-white at all. 

The exact opposite, in fact. 
 
Managing my introversion & high sensitivity/empathy has been a huge 

part of this. I have learnt that us sensitive souls can manage our energy 

in specific ways. Us introverted, deep-thinkers can manage our 

thoughts in specific ways. Our minds, bodies + souls, like our thoughts 

and feelings, are linked in ways we don’t fully understand. 

a quiet place
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I have implemented various things into my life. Getting enough 

sleep, yoga, journalling every day, nourishing friendships and family 

relationships (and being selective about these), and generally just 

respecting my boundaries and my energy more. 

For me, I realised the key to my happiness is looking after my 
mind, body + soul by honouring my energy. It’s amazing how far 

just keeping the fundamentals in order can go. e.g. Sleep, 

movement, nutrition, water.

Learning these things about myself, and integrating various things 

into my life, I now operate from a place of greater calm and balance.  

This healthier “me” is brought to my work and my life.  
 
I continue to share what I have learnt, and continue to learn (it is an 

ongoing work-in-progress) over at IntrovertJedi and in the 

newsletters I send each month.

See also  
the simple secret to happiness

ongoing self-care

http://www.introvertjedi.com/
http://www.introvertjedi.com/
http://www.apple.com/
http://www.apple.com/


The journey continues...
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My journey has been a real zigzag. Ups and downs, stumbles and falls, leaps and leap-backs. 

It was this unhappiness with my job that was weighing on me for so long, and which was really the 

start of this journey of mine. It is my feeling that everything happens for a reason. 
 
My journey has set me on a path that has led me to really embrace who I am, and what I want. This 

not only applies to work, but other areas of my life - whether it's relationships, money, where I live, 

my creative projects outside of work.    

I am closer to my best self than I have ever been and yet, I feel, not as close to it as I will be this time 

next year. 

Work is very important to us 

introverts and empaths. It is 

an extension of our identity, 

our souls even.  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I wish you the best of luck on your journey. May this quest to find the work to suit your life(style) bring you much joy and nourishment... and 

perhaps even a whole lot more that you hadn't anticipated.  
 
I hope you steer yourself towards a path that is more you.

And remember, the most important thing you can do is develop a relationship with that inner voice of yours, with your gut. And you will see - 

and feel - what happens for you. 
 



There are no easy, magic shortcuts to finding, and creating, the 

work and life that nourishes you. But there is a roadmap which can 

help show you the way.

Things that you can do right now if you are feeling dissatisfied 

with your current job, or some other aspect of your life. Or 

exhausted. Or slightly off in whichever way that might be.  
 
The impact of having a job + living a life you are more aligned 

with is quite phenomenal.  
 
Inevitably, with work forming a significant part of our lives and our 

identities - us introverts and empaths really need our work to 

nourish us. This is why tackling the work part of our lives is a good 

place to start.

Knowing you're not unhappy, but being unclear on which 

direction to take, is one of the most difficult things one can 

contend with. These pages are to help you move forward...

18

EPISODE III  
YOUR JEDI ROADMAP
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In amongst our day-to-day lives, we cannot see the wood from the 

trees. Life is hectic. It's very difficult for us to think clearly, for us to 

feel clearly.  
 
I think back to when I was working in recruitment and I was 

constantly busy and frazzled. We aren't in the right headspace to 

think or act rationally nor, crucially, to listen to our intuition.

Taking some time off can allow for this. Whether that's a week or 

two away, a retreat, a sabbatical, taking some time off can be a 

really good thing for you.

TAKE A BREAK  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Journalling has been one of the most powerful things I've started 

to do, and continue to do daily. It helps me organise my thoughts 

and reflect, making realisations I wouldn't otherwise make. A 

friend of mine recently described writing as helping you to 

untangle a ball of yarn. In this case, that ball of yarn may be a bit 

chunky and knotty, but writing may well help you start to untangle 

some of those knots and break that chunky ball down.

Especially when it comes to making important decisions, I use my 

journalling to help me get my thoughts out, and it helps clarify 

what I'm feeling and ultimately decide what to do.

START PUTTING PEN TO 
PAPER  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There is nothing more than going through something really difficult than doing so with another bunch of people going through the 

same thing. Career-wise, communities like Escape The City and Live Your Legend are examples of these, but you'll probably find 

many others on sites like MeetUp - wherever you are in the world, and around whatever topic you can think of. Knitting, managing 

your finances, chocolate, magic unicorns, you name it. As someone who did a lot of peeking under the covers (aka delving into 

books, blogs & stories online) before I took any action, being part of a community(-ies) was an absolute game-changer for me. 

Really, really powerful.

JOIN A COMMUNITY  

http://www.escapethecity.org
http://www.escapethecity.org
http://www.liveyourlegend.net
http://www.liveyourlegend.net
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One of the things I was encouraged to do when I went through 

my own 3-month career changers' course, was just to get curious 

and playful, in an almost child-like manner. It might be doodling, it 

might be another creative outlet (I've already mentioned 

journalling), a sport, or a hobby you used to derive joy from but 

left by the wayside, or else something you've always been drawn 

to but never gotten around to doing. Go get out there and do it! 

Expose yourself to new situations, shake up your routine a little 

bit, and you may be surprised as to the feedback you get and the 

perspectives that are shifted. 

GIVE YOURSELF SOME 
TIME TO PLAY  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Especially if you find yourself in What do I do with my life? territory, rather than put so much pressure on the actual job you want to 

do or the industry you want to work in, think about the lifestyle you'd like to have. You may find that having flexibility role is just as 

important - or even *more* important - than the nature of the company that you're working for. That's exactly what I found when I 

went back to a role in Financial Services, but this time with a very small company (the cool kids call this a startup) and working for 

them on a remote basis.

THINK ABOUT WHAT LIFESTYLE YOU WOULD LIKE  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Minimum Viable Income. This is important. If you are making a 

career-related transition, you might initially have to take a hit on 

the income side. However, figure out exactly how much you 

*need* not necessarily what you *want*. You may be surprised at 

what that figure is, how much you need to survive - and thrive. 

This isn't about living somewhere terrible and eating canned 

soups for dinner every night. What's enough for you, and how 

much extra do you need for your personal enjoyment each 

month? There's no judgement here, one person's MVI will be 

different to the next person's. But at least knowing this figure will

give you clarity, and reassurance that taking a cut might not be as 

bad as you thought it might be. 
 
See also  
Fizzle’s ‘Minimum Viable Income’ guide  
 

DETERMINE WHAT YOUR 
MVI IS  

https://fizzle.co/sparkline/minimum-viable-income
https://fizzle.co/sparkline/minimum-viable-income
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Live Your Legend rule #1 is as follows: Surround yourself with 

passionate people. 
 
Get curious. Start talking to people. People you know directly, 

leverage your existing network, reach out to people you don’t know 

yet. Invite them for a coffee.This might sound terrifying at first, but you 

might be surprised at just how effective this can be - and how warm 

other people can be. 
 
Is there someone you look up to who you're intrigued by? Ask if you 

can interview them. Most will be flattered. And you never know where 

these conversations will lead.  
 
This is also a great way for you to be able get feedback on a particular 

job or sector you might be interested in working in. You never know 

where these conversations might lead. Have them. Get emailing, folks. 
 
Oh - and some of these just might lead to really nourishing friendships. 

That is exactly what happened to me.  

There may also be a thread between those folks you inspired by, and 

this could give you vital clues as to what you want to do. I was drawn to 

folks like Scott Dinsmore, Chris Guillebeau and Michaela Chung - all of 

whom had built online communities and selling products/coaching. I 

didn’t realise it at the time, but deep in my subconscious that’s actually 

what I wanted to do. 

MEET INSPIRING PEOPLE  
Being vulnerable means knowing who 
you are and having the courage to 
share it with the world. To show up, not 
as who you want to be or who people 
think you should be, but as you, and 
welcoming however the world reacts to 
it.
 
Scott Dinsmore 

http://www.liveyourlegend.net/
http://www.liveyourlegend.net/
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One of the easiest traps you can fall into is going into 

analysis-paralysis mode and getting stuck in a rut. Taking action is 

just, I don’t even know what words I can use to highlight this, so 

I’m gonna get a little dramatic here.

ACTION IS THE MAGIC SAUCE. YOU CANNOT GO ANYWHERE 

OR GROW INTO SOMETHING NEW, WITHOUT TAKING 

ACTION.

It might be "meet 3 interesting people for coffee this week", or 

"mind map what I want my ideal job to look like", or find a comic 

book meetup to attend by X date. Whatever you do, do 

something - and *don't* stay in your head. The longer you do, the 

deeper you can get into that rut, the more frustration it gets and - 

crucially - your reality will not change. 

Bonus 
Once you start meeting likeminded souls, you can set up little 

accountability pairs or groups, to inspire and motivate one 

another. Accountability is very powerful.

COMMIT TO TAKING 
SMALL ACTIONS  

Knowing thousands of recipes 
doesn’t feed you, unless you start 
cooking.
 
Leo Babauta
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If you're feeling stuck, talking to someone non-judgemental might 

be really helpful. Some coaches brand themselves as "career 

coaches", others may be "life coaches" who work with things 

which aren't just career-related. Really, it's all down to the 

connection/relationship you have with the coach. 
 
Each coach should have a certain style/approach, some are more 

directive, others more non-judgemental. For introverts and 

empaths, non-judgemental is usually the way to go - skilful 

coaches here will ask you questions to guide you towards making 

your own realisations, "aha" moments and decisions.

There are some amazing coaches out there these days. For 

example, Lauren Sapala (left), who is a writer & writing coach, with 

books such as, The INFJ Writer and Firefly Magic: Heart Powered 

Marketing for Highly Sensitive Writers.  
 
See also: 
Lauren’s blog

CONSIDER GETTING 
YOURSELF A COACH  

Studies show that, when it comes to coaching or therapy 

or any such relationship, it is the relationship between the 

two individuals that determines how effective + powerful 

the results will be. 
 
In other words, if you’re feeling the vibe with your coach 

(or therapist)... you’re onto something good!  

http://www.laurensapala.com
http://www.laurensapala.com
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The #1 most powerful thing you can do is connect more with that 

inner voice of yours. I really cannot stress this enough. 
 
Take a break, start doing yoga or meditation, get journalling. 

Perhaps the most important thing any of us can do is to cultivate a 

relationship with our intuition. It'll be something which takes a 

little time, but before you know it you'll realise just how important 

this relationship is. You’ll feel it.

We struggle for knowledge, for answers, for certainty. All we really 

need is to take a step back, let go of the inner struggle, and listen. 
 
What I try to do these days is actually *be still*. Ground myself, 

re-centre myself, and listen to what my heart and body are telling 

me. It’s all within me.

 
As sensitive introverts, we have a Force within us right there, 

waiting to connect with us, to guide us, to lead us.  
 
Jasraj 
jasraj.s.hothi@gmail.com 
 

THE #1 MOST 
POWERFUL THING...  

THE FORCE. IS RIGHT THERE. WITHIN YOU.  
You’ve made it to the end (yay), but your journey might only just be beginning.  

Find the courses, coaching + community you need at IntrovertJedi.com 

mailto:jasraj.s.hothi@gmail.com
mailto:jasraj.s.hothi@gmail.com

